
 Interesting Facts
Location: Vernon, BC
Completion Date:  January 1, 2012
Building Size (Total): 3,200sqft + 2,500sqft deck 
Quad-Deck: Used for 100% of the 
 exterior walls a
Concrete Used: 150,000lbs
Exterior: Cement board with painted 
 stucco
Use of lumber: No wood anywhere other 
 than glue laminate beams

Brent and Paulette Holomis wanted to build a concrete home that was energy efficient, safe and could accommodate their design 
vision of having concrete walls on the interior of the home. Choosing Quad-Deck not only provided these benefits, but also allowed 
them to build the 3200sqft home that perches over a 45 degree slope. Their daughter’s wedding on the huge deck overlooking 
Okanagan Lake was the crowning glory for their dream home.

 Why Quad-Deck was Chosen 
 � The Quad-Deck system gave the owners the exposed 

concrete on the interior and the insulation on the exte-
rior, providing the look they wanted while maximizing the 
thermal mass benefits.

 � The walls could be constructed & the concrete finished 
on the ground before positioning the tilt-up walls. This 
allowed them to get the precise look they wanted on the 
exposed concrete walls.

 � With the Quad-Deck panels lying directly on the already 
poured concrete slab, the Quad-Deck walls were easily 
raised without having to worry about bonding issues & en-
sured a smooth lift.

 � Quad-Lock’s superior technical library and customer 
support gave the husband & wife team the confidence to 
tackle this project.
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The Design Vision �
With the help of a Vancouver architect firm, the homeowners 
set out to build something different and unique. To take 
advantage of the panoramic view over Lake Okanagan, the 
design required a massive platform built out over the 45 
degree slope that led down to the lake.
The platform extends 35 feet over the cliff supporting the 
150,000 lbs of concrete in the tilt-up walls, the roofs and 
everything else. The front of the home, overlooking the 
lake, is an expanse of high efficiency windows alternating 
between clear & translucent glass with the living area 
opening completely to the beautiful view and 2500sqft 
deck using a Nanawall folding door system. The 12ft high 
concrete walls give the home a modern and industrial look 
with different shades of gray and a protective clear coat to complete the finished look. Because of its location, and in particular 
its unique design and construction, many of the locals along with tourists stopped by to see what was being built and how they 
built it. People have been fascinated with the construction and have complimented the Holomis’ on their efforts. They are now 
able to enjoy their beautiful, safe, energy efficient and truly distinctive concrete home.

Project Partners �
Owner/GC: Brent & Paulette Holomis
Architect:   Crawford Hu Design Group
Engineer: Rene Bourcet - Bourcet Engineering
ICF Installer: Brent & Paulette Holomis
Additional Partners: M&K Ready-Mix

“We feel that we have a completely 
airtight building envelope and are 

confident that the thermal mass of the 
concrete walls will aid significantly in 

reducing our cooling and heating costs.”
Paulette Holomis 

Homeowner

Cliffside Quad-Deck Tilt-Up Home

“As we wanted a concrete interior look with concrete floors 
Quad-Deck was the only choice for us. We were also able 
to form and ready the walls ourselves and as time allowed  
us. Other than a tilt-up crew, we built this whole house on 
our own. The ease of using this product and the knowl-

edgeable staff allowed us to accomplish this.”
Brent Holomis - Homeowner
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